We present a methodfor trajectory generation for all-wheel steering mobile robots which can account for rough terrain and predictable vehicle dynamics and apply it to the problem of generating optimal motion splines. There has been little work in trajectory generation for vehicles with all-wheel steering capability compared to the Ackermann, differential-drive, or omnidirectional mobility system models.
INTRODUCTION
Trajectory generation is the problem of determining a feasible motion (or a set of feasible motions) that will permit a vehicle to move from an initial state to a final state given some model of the associated dynamics. While this two-point boundary value problem is classical and well-studied, it remains quite complex to solve adequately in practice.
In order to generate a smooth, continuous path which satisfies an arbitrary number of constraints (including position, orientation, path heading, velocities and their rates), a nonlinear differential equation that, in 2D, generates the Fresnel integrals, must be solved. The addition of rough terrain further complicates the system by coupling these nonlinear equations of motion. Numerical methods, such as the ones discussed in this paper, are required to solve such problems for arbitrary terrain and vehicle models.
Motivation
Most trajectory generators for mobile robots are derived from algorithms based on the Ackermann, differential drive, or omnidirectional steering models. Ackerman and differential drive methods require that the velocity vector in the local tangent plane be aligned with the forward axis of the robot and the center of rotation about along an axis aligned with the fixed set of wheels. Omnidirectional methods allow independent motion in translation and rotation [8] .
Vehicles with all-wheel steering capability differ from these models in that the velocity vector can be aimed in any direction in the local tangent plane and the center of rotation can be anywhere in the local tangent plane (Figure 1 ), but the path heading cannot change arbitrarily due to the nonholnomic constraints of the wheels. 
Related Work
In the context of robot motion planning, most research in trajectory generation has dealt with finding obstacle-free paths subject to nonholnomic constraints assuming flat terrain and simple vehicle models. Most of the work to date falls into one of two categories: graph search via a sequence of low-order geometric primitives or optimization using a single high-order primitive.
Some of the first work in trajectory generation involved composing optimal paths from sequences of line segment arcs [9] , clothoids [2] [11], and cubic spirals [3] . The desire for higher-order geometric primitives was intended to allow for higher-levels of continuity at the boundary constraints. Bsplines have been used to meet arbitrary position and heading boundary constraints by defining a sequence of knot points along the path [4] . Methods based on sinusoidal and Fourier series input functions also appear throughout the literature [12] [13] [14] . These methods exploit the geometry of the problem to directly solve for the unknown path parameters.
They cannot however generally solve for collision-free paths in an obstacle field.
Some of the most recent work in omnidirectional trajectory generation based on optimal control techniques is discussed in [10] , where near-optimal paths are constructed for omnidirectional vehicles using bang-bang optimal control methods.
Their methods generate minimum-time omnidirectional trajectories subject to complicated dynamics and actuator models.
Grid-search techniques have been used for a long time in kinodynamic planning. In the context of robot manipulators, optimal joint trajectories were planned in [15] using gridsearch. These methods also apply to the problem of solving for obstacle-free and minimum-length paths which satisfy nonholonomic and boundary constraints [16] |V|ftf,V ytOnz -* * * (5) (6) This formulation eliminates an ambiguity that occurs at zero speed because the heading can be determined at zero velocity from a Jeantaud diagram. In such a diagram, lines drawn at the wheels which are perpendicular to the wheel directions intersect at the instantaneous center of rotation. More generally, the direction in which a vehicle will move can be determined from the steer angles of its wheels whether it is moving or not. The steering positions of its wheels also constitute additional state information because they cannot move instantaneously so it is appropriate that heading be in the state vector.
For example, consider the vehicle shown in Figure 2 at zero initial velocity. The path heading can be found from a Jeantaud diagram (in the figure the velocity is oriented 450 from the +x body-frame axis). Also the magnitude of the velocity vector lvl is known to be zero. Equation (4) can be used to find vx = 0 and vy = 0. Conversely, if the only known quantities were the body-frame velocities (vx,vy) and they were known to be zero, the path heading could not be determined because the arctangent of (0/0) is not defined. The formulation using heading has removed the ambiguity. 
Terrain Following Kinetic Motion Model
This model is called kinetic because the system dynamics are developed without reference to forces and mass properties. While this is done for efficiency in the computationally limited context of our planetary rover application, nothing in the formulation prevents the use of more sophisticated models including fully dynamic ones.
For robots constrained to move on a surface, such as slowly moving vehicles, the differential equations which govern the system can take a simplified form. Under assumptions of terrain contact, the unsuspended elements of an omnidirectional mobile robot can only be actuated locally by linear velocities along the x and y axes of the body frame and the angular velocity about the body z axis. The roll rate, pitch rate, and rate of elevation are determined by the local terrain. For such a model, only the 2D pose (p) of the robot is controllable:
Kx (cicO)vx +(c (sOsq-si tc 6) vy +±(cvsOco+±sytsk)vy P =Y = (sicO) vX +(stsOssi+cycoi) vy +(sysOcqS-cysok) vz (7) The terrain following assumption can be used to generate a reduction of the state vector _, since the roll, pitch, and elevation become merely functions of the global pose: suspension model to enforce terrain contact, and solving for the effective rates. Unlike some of our previous work in rough terrain trajectory generation [1], we do not assume here that these rates are zero.
Controls
Since the kinetic motion model uses body-frame linear and angular velocities, they are natural choices for our set of controls. This choice is made without loss of generality because a specific implementation might elect to include a mapping from wheel level controls onto body motions before the steps discussed below. Body-frame velocities also satisfy the constraints of rigid body motion by construction and they reduce the dimension of the input space to a minimum. Wheel velocities and steering angles are found by mapping the body frame linear and angular velocities through a kinematic model of the vehicle. For a terrain-following mobile robot, only the body-frame velocity in x and y direction (v,,vy) and angular velocity about the z direction (oz) are determined in this way.
The elevation rate and the angular velocities about the x and y axes are entirely dependent on the terrain shape.
Our trajectory generation method uses parameterized controls. While this control space represents a subset of all feasible motions, an appropriate choice of parameterization can represent nearly all possible paths. The free variables in the control represent knobs that allow the algorithm to change the shape of the control. Each free variable in the control is placed in a control vector (ub) and the length of this vector represents the number of degrees of freedom in the system.
One effective parameterization is a polynomial function of time, here shown for angular velocity about the z-axis:
cow(u,t) =a+bt+ct2 +dt3 +...whereu =a,b,c,d, -.,t]
In the forward simulation of the vehicle, the inputs are modified by models of actuator dynamics, wheel slip, rate and joint limits to produce the response u* to the inputs before integrating the kinetic motion model. For example, if delays are known to exist in the steering system, then the predicted response of the steering actuator is used instead of the requested steering input.
Trajectory Prediction
The kinetic motion model can be integrated numerically over time to determine the terminal state. This integration is essentially a forward simulation of the robot subject to whatever constraints one chooses to include. Since Equation 8 is a set of coupled nonlinear equations; numerical methods must be used to determine the final state. 
The 
TRAJECTORY GENERATION
The previous sections has outlined an approach to forward vehicle modelling which computes where the vehicle will go given input controls, initial state, and terrain. Of course, the trajectory generation problem is that of essentially inverting this forward model to determine the controls which will cause the vehicle to go somewhere in particular. The solution developed below will rely on the forward model to encode vehicle specific details but those details will remain encapsulated in the forward model. The rest of the solution is unaware of vehicle specifics. a(uAu Aq(u) ( 1 1) A correction factor for the controls (Au) can be found by inverting the relationship in equation (). In the event that the Jacobian of the boundary constraint error is non-square, the right-pseudoinverse can be used to evaluate this expression. For 
The utility functional J(u) is a description of what we want to optimize over the path. In general, it takes the form of:
In optimal control, this functional J(u) is conceived as a line integral of a potentially time-varying utility function Y(u,t) along an unknown path. Equivalently, the problem can be formulated in terms of cost rather than utility. Y(u,t) can be considered to be a (potentially time varying) field over the state vector. It represents any weighted combination of utilities or costs which are properties of a given state. It may include instantaneous energy consumption, wheel slip, loss of mobility, risk, slope, proximity to a position in space, or anything else of interest.
A correction factor for the controls (Au) and Lagrange multiplier vector (AX) is found by inverting the relationship in equation (25):
Aiq (u) L au (15) A scaling factor a is used to ensure numerical stability when initial guesses which are far from the solution. In place of a, the optimal step size could be determined by doing a simple line search.
OPTIMAL MOTION SPLINES

General Optimal Motion Spline Generation
Motion spline generation for a sequence of points is itself an optimal control problem. Similarly to the constrained optimization trajectory generation problem, we optimize some utility functional along the sequence of trajectories by varying free boundary state constraints along the sequence of trajectories.
Trajectory optimization for mobile robot navigation are typically done by discrete search methods (A* and D*) or continuous search methods nonlinear optimization methods (Newton's Method). Neither of these methods is able to generally find the true optimum; discrete search methods only find the optimum of the discrete set and continuous search methods only guarantee local optimal solutions. Our approach generates optimal motion splines to the extent that either of these two solution methods guarantees optimality. The choice of the approach is a function of the number of local optimum in the search space. For generally smooth, obstacle-free terrains, nonlinear optimization methods are efficient for minimizing cost and/or time because of the absence of many local optima. Conversely, obstacle-ridden terrain may have many local optima, so discrete search methods must be employed to guarantee a reasonably optimal solution.
Optimal Motion Spline Generation for Instrument Placement and All-Wheel Mobility Systems
This formulation for the optimal motion splines is especially nice for all-wheel steering systems and single-cycle instrument placement (maneuvering a robot to a position and orientation to deploy an instrument), because typically there are no path heading boundary state constraints. There are usually no constraints on the path heading of the vehicle at the boundary states, only that the path remains obstacle-free.
We can formulate the optimal motion spline problem for all-wheel steering mobility systems for the minimum-time solution with the terminal state path headings are the free variables.
Since partial derivative estimation can be expensive, the nonlinear optimization formulation also has the nice property that some of the trajectories are independent of some of the boundary state constraints, so those partial derivatives will always be zero: atf n ayfree,n-l atf,n aYfree,n (16) For discrete search methods, the trajectory generator can be employed to generate paths which meet the terminal position and heading constraint pairs for a variety of path headings. The resulting tree structure can then be searched for optimal path sequence from the set. Steering Mobile Robots. Two motion plans are generated with the rough terrain trajectory generator, the first requiring the path heading be equal to the path yaw and the second allowing the path heading to vary independently from the vehicle yaw.
The first motion plan required that the path heading be equal to the body yaw at the terminal state, which is the same trajectory generated using traditional trajectory generation methods [1 ] . The second motion plan allowed the path heading to vary linearly along the path from O to 45°. The second motion plan still achieves the correct terminal position and orientation for the boundary states but generates a more efficient motion plan which is 12% shorter by taking advantage of its all-wheel steering capability.
OPTIMAL MOTION SPLINE EXAMPLES 5 TRAJECTORY GENERATION WITH ALL-WHEEL STEERING MOBILITY SYSTEMS EXAMPLES
This section demonstrates some uses of the trajectory generator for all-wheel steering mobility system models and the optimal motion spline generation.
Results are presented for a simulated vehicle because it is the best way to test the algorithm. The main purpose of the algorithms is to invert a model to produce feasible motions that meet the dynamic constraints encoded in the model and the boundary constraints encoded in the problem specification.
To demonstrate the capability to generate motion plans for all-wheel steering vehicles, we plan two different motions in rough terrain which satisfy the same initial and terminal position and orientation constraints (Figure 3) . The algorithm assumed a trapezoidal velocity profile, a cubic polynomial curvature primitive, and a linear path heading primitive.
Our methods for all-wheel steering mobility system trajectory generation can be used in conjunction with the optimal motion spline generation algorithm to determine an optimal set of paths for a sequence of waypoint. This is very important for single-cycle instrument placement, because it provides the capability to determine the correct set of trajectories subject to dynamic constraints to take while still achieving all of the required boundary states.
To demonstrate the algorithm, we try to plan a sequence of trajectories shown in Figure 4 which meet four position, heading, and curvature boundary state constraints in rough terrain. All of the trajectories shown in Figure 4 were planned making the assumption that the path heading be equal to the body yaw at the terminal boundary constraints. A motion plan that meets four boundary state constraints is generated which does not utilize the all-wheel steering mobility system.
Our methods for all-wheel steering mobility system trajectory generation and motion spline generation can be used to find the optimal motion sequence for this system. Therefore, we can find the minimum-time path for the sequence of states by allowing the terminal path headings to vary. After just a few iterations of gradient descent, we converge to the optimal solution shown in Figure 5 , which is both shorter and smoother than the naively planned path sequence shown in Figure 4 . Placement. An optimal motion plan that meets the four boundary state constraints is generated using our algorithm by allowing the path heading to vary at points 2, 3, and 4 and optimizing for minimum-time. Notice that the overall motion plan is shorter and smoother than the motion plan generated in Figure 4 .
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented methods for trajectory generation for all-wheel steering mobility system models and optimal motion spline generation. This algorithm for trajectory generation is the most general version of our trajectory generator to date and can plan motions planes for vehicles with (Rocky 8) or without (Rocky 7, Ackermann, Skid-Steered, Tank-Steer) allwheel steering mobility systems. The optimal motion spline generation method uses this capability to solve for the minimum-time sequence of trajectories by finding the optimal boundary state path headings at each node. These algorithms can provide all-wheel steering mobile robots and unprecedented capability to generate optimal single-cycle instrument placement motion plans autonomously.
